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Glory Kitchen Spices Things Up

A start-up company is branching out in the Queen City


BY SARAH NOWICKI    Published: 2015.10.12 

A new Charlotte company, Glory Kitchen, is spicing things up 
in Charlotte. Chef and restauranteur Bruce Moffett is singing 
their praises, saying that the mixtures "contribute the perfect 
balance of flavor that will make your dish one step about 
authentic.” 

Operating out of a Charlotte commercial kitchen, the Glory 
Kitchen team makes six varieties of nut and spice blends which 
are composed entirely of raw nuts, seeds, herbs, spices and 
peppers. Each type represents a region of the world - 
corresponding names for Asian, Mexican, French, Indian, 
Italian, and Middle Eastern flavors are currently available. The 
blends can be used as a finishing touch over your roast chicken 
or pasta OR as a marinade for any number of items.  

“As a person who loves to spend time in the kitchen 
developing fresh new recipes, I was inspired to create a 
healthy, flavorful and crunchy topping for some of my 
favorite recipes” said Margie Bruner, owner and founder 
of Glory Kitchen, in a news release. “Our nut and spice 
blends add amazing flavor to everyday foods ... they are 
all made of natural plant-based ingredients ... are vegan 
and gluten, chemical and preservative free.” 

Need a bit of inspiration? Follow the Glory Kitchen team on Instagram, Facebook, and more - Bruner even 
sends out a recipe featuring one of the spice blends each Wednesday morning via the Glory Kitchen website. 
In addition to buying online and shipping throughout the US, you can find the blends at the Charlotte 
retailers below:  

•  The Beehive Gifts   
•  Berrybrook Farm   
•  Clean Catch Fish Market   
•  Great Harvest Bread Co.: locations on Kings Drive and in Ballantyne   
•  Healthy Home Market: locations in Plaza Midwood, on Independence, in Davidson, and Galleria   
•  Orrman’s Cheese Shop at the 7th Street Market   
•  Pasta & Provisions   
•  Queen City Pantry at Atherton Market   
•  Reid’s Fine Foods  
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